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On the other hand, Americans have tended to pat themselves on the back for World War II, the case of the Japanese-American deportations being considered a major and unfortunate exception. These two excellent books, appearing almost simultaneously, force us to reconsider whether this self-praise is justiªed.
The most chilling moment in Peters' study of the Jehovah's Witnesses is that Alfred Rosenberg, the Nazi war criminal, cited the United States' treatment of this poor, powerless sect, which had opposed the war and castigated established religions as the work of Satan, to attempt to show the hypocrisy of the Nuremberg trials. Persecution of the Witnesses, who would enter communities in large numbers, play loud phonograph records, and go door-to-door in search of potential converts, seemed to be universal throughout the United States-not just in small towns but also in places like Brooklyn, New York, where the Witnesses still maintain their world headquarters.
The Jehovah's Witnesses, however, took to the courts as well as to the streets. In 1943 they obtained the reversal of a Supreme Court decision that only two years earlier had permitted schools to expel their children for refusing to salute the ºag. The Witnesses considered such 476 | WILLIAM A. PENCAK idolatry akin to worshipping the Roman emperor in the ancient world. The Witnesses' trials support the position that American liberty does not emanate so much from localities and states taking their stand against a potentially tyrannical federal government as from an elite legal culture that places the Constitution and individual rights above the passions of communities and crowds.
As Steele shows, however, in a book that only touches on the Jehovah's Witnesses but does a splendid job of covering the treatment of communists, fascists, and African-American nationalists, pressure from both the populace and elected ofªcials took their toll on three of the most libertarian-minded attorney generals in American history-Frank Murphy, Robert H. Jackson, and Francis Biddle-who served in that post during the war. Largely motivated by their desire to please President Franklin D. Roosevelt, their pragmatic boss, whose lack of concern for civil liberties emerges as the great surprise of Steele's research, the three men did their best to balance their loyalty to conºicting aspects of the American polis. Murphy and Jackson were rewarded with Supreme Court appointments; Murphy, unlike Jackson, returned to more staunchly libertarian principles on the bench.
Both Peters and Steele write excellent history, of which the American Civil Liberties Union would surely approve, but both might have been more generous with alternative perspectives. In modern America, liberty has become almost completely a matter of individual rights, rather than the ability of a supposedly patriotic community to exclude dissonant elements. Jehovah's Witnesses, fascists, and communists all sponsored traveling proselytizers who entered hostile communities-expecting, if not courting, confrontation-and challenged their basic values. However repugnant to modern civil libertarians, this notion of American society as composed of coherent communities rather than individuals had a good deal of plausibility throughout much of American history.
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As late as the 1940s, if not later, America consisted of thousands of such communities for whom local solidarity mattered more than the right to criticize the basic institutions of church and state.
World War II dissenters, especially Jehovah's Witnesses, were instrumental in persuading the Supreme Court to approve Oliver Wendell Holmes' "clear and present danger" standard, a dissenting opinion in World War I, as the criterion to judge offensive speech and religious belief. But given the era of Joseph McCarthy that followed, we can only wonder how ªrmly civil liberties became ensconced as central national values during the 1940s. Did the nation become more tolerant as World War II progressed, simply because it realized that the war's opponents were more pathetic than outrageous? Was this tolerance then reconªrmed in the 1960s by default, when the nation was too divided for a majority to suppress its adversaries successfully? Or, as both Peters and Steele try to show, has increasing respect for the Constitution and personal rights become a permanent ªxture and important force on the American scene? Their powerfully written and researched books make an excellent case for their position. We can only hope that they are right.
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